
A Selection of Short Films 

SIGNS - 3 MINS THEMES INCLUDE:

  Family  
 Love  
Hope  

Identity  
Relationships

Loss
 

THE WONDERFUL STORY OF KEVIN KIND - 15 MINS
THEMES INCLUDE:

Love
Relationships

Lonliness 

  THE WHITE DRESS - 4 MINS THEMES INCLUDE:

Traditions
Poverty

Childhood

This short animated comedy is about discovering the magic in
what we see every day - sometimes you just have to look
hard enough. The director got the idea for Signs when he
noticed the boy in a ‘children crossing’ sign had been
replaced with a Grim Reaper

Kelvin Kind, a wonderful loser with a heart of gold, is
blissfully unaware of his own loneliness. But when a
beautiful girl moves into the apartment across the hall,
Kelvin’s solitary world is turned upside down. As he tries in
vain to get the girl’s attention, Kelvin is soon forced to
realise that being in love isn’t easy for nice guys…

The White Dress is the story of a girl on her communion
day, but unlike most other little girls, she is making her
communion all on her own.

MY STRANGE GRANDFATHER - 9 MINS

A creative person often seems weird, funny and a little bit
crazy. Even his friends and family do not always
understand him and often feel ashamed of him. But
sometimes he can create a real miracle - merely from
garbage.

THEMES INCLUDE:

Family
Acceptance
Discovery

Below are some suggested short films suitable for the Junior Cycle English classroom. Please be
aware that there are sensitive issues in some of these films. We recommend that all films are
watched before exploration with students. All timings are approximate. Click the images to access
the films.

Meet Roy, Ireland’s only living animated character, born
into an ordinary ‘live action’ family. Roy is intelligent but
unfortunately for him he is badly drawn. His failure to gain
steady employment finally leads him to Hollywood in
search of fame, fortune and corrective surgery.

BADLY DRAWN ROY - 22 MINS THEMES INCLUDE:

Family
Prejudice

Friendship

Yu Ming Is Ainm Dom (My Name Is Yu Ming) is the story
of a young Chinese man, who is disillusioned with his
dead-end job at a supermarket. A spin of the globe leads
him to choose Ireland as the destination for his new life
but arriving in Dublin speaking Irish, he is puzzled when
nobody can understand him.

YU MING IS AINM DOM - 13 MINS
THEMES INCLUDE:

Communication
Travel

Hard work

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBcvrfSgEsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zn22W08Qt1Q&t=47s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bBxDWfE-MI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wYBpxPRn_nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a11gESQ3wXw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqYtG9BNhfM
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ALIKE - 8 MINS
THEMES INCLUDE:

Childhood
Creativity

Work
Education

CORTO IAN - 10 MINS
THEMES INCLUDE:

Childhood 
Disability 
Friendship

Perseverance 

JEMAIS SANS MON DENTIER - 5 MINS
THEMES INCLUDE:

Cooperation
Getting older

Rebellion 

Further supports for the
teaching of short film are
available on Scoilnet.ie 

Click to access

Set in a world where creativity is no longer present, only
Copi and his son, Paste, are drawn in colour. Paste’s
creativity is lost in a rigid school system, mirroring his
father’s work life. When he realises his son is unhappy in
life, Copi makes a stand to bring happiness and colour
back to his son and himself again. 

“Ian” is a short, animated film inspired by the real-life Ian,
a boy with a disability determined to get to the playground
despite his playmates bullying him. This film sets out to
show that children with disabilities can and should be
included.

THEMES INCLUDE:

Belonging
Decision making
Understanding

 Lonliness

Purl is a ball of yarn that goes to work in a male
dominated start up company called B.R.O. Capital. Antics
ensue as Purl seeks to gain acceptance in the fast-paced
environment.

PURL - 9 MINS

LOUIS' SHOES - 5 MINS

Four retirement home residents want to watch their
favorite series 'Never without my denture', but the remote
control is taken away. As a result, they team up to get
their remote back.

In Louis’ Shoes, a boy named Louis has to introduce
himself to his classmates in his new school. He gives
viewers an insight into his life and the additional
challenges for students with autism.

COIN OPERATED - 5 MINS
The story starts with a boy who has the dream to travel
in space. He overcomes a first disappointment when a
rocket kiddie ride doesn’t help him to reach his goal. He
then decides to start selling lemonade to make enough
money to get into space one day. Will he eventually get
there?

THEMES INCLUDE:

School
Inclusivity

Physical and 
intellectual 

disability

THEMES INCLUDE:

Childhood 
Dreams
Money

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B6uuIHpFkuo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQjtK32mGJQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dLEO8mwYWQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L4DQfVIcdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ej2c013HcrA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyCQE9XHqDA
https://www.scoilnet.ie/go-to-post-primary/english/
https://www.scoilnet.ie/go-to-post-primary/english/
https://www.scoilnet.ie/go-to-post-primary/english/

